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Abstract: 

With the world confronting attempting times due to the coronavirus flare-up and a few nations reaching a 

stop, it is being anticipated that the monetary effect of COVID-19 will be like that of the worldwide 

budgetary emergency in 2008. It is clear for most brands to stay away from a hit on their business due to the 

once in a blue moon pandemic circumstance. Brands in the flying, friendliness, travel, oil and gas, eateries, 

and the retail divisions seem to have been affected the most. Nonetheless, there are a couple of names in 

certain enterprises that have seen a generous flood or if nothing else consistency, in the interest and 

gracefully of their contributions since the start of the pandemic, other than the undeniable ones like the food 

and the human services segments.  

This article ponders how a couple of endeavors in a portion of these divisions have acknowledged 

development in their business in any event, during the pandemic and the subsequent lock-down, how these 

undertakings, alongside the conduct changes of customers, will change the business and how taking 

appropriate marking and limited time quantifies now to make brand worth and trust in the psyches of 

shoppers would assist ventures with recapturing their development in the post COVID-19 period. 
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Introduction: 

COVID-19 has set upon us like an old plague. As you're understanding this, the worldwide economy's 

trendline is plunging with vulnerability. On the off chance that this pattern proceeds, it will cost the 

worldwide economy $2.7 trillion.  

However, that is the sort of data we've all been perusing the previous scarcely any weeks. While it's essential 

to be receptive to this information, you should likewise be in the know regarding lesser-known, yet 

significant patterns and brand stories from around the globe.  

As an association, we're at the convergence of brands and shopper commitment abilities. This vantage point 

permits us a perspective on the effect of this pandemic on customer brands. We've perceived how 

organizations have gone past a 'the same old thing' way to deal with assistance end-clients remain educated 

and safe – that is the story we'll share through these updates.  

Travel and Hospitality: Downward winding as customer certainty takes a plunge  

The pattern for the consolidated downloads of the world's best 45 OTA applications shared by Apptopia 

demonstrates a quick decay beginning as right on time as late January when the primary instances of 

COVID-19 made frenzy among explorers. This pattern additionally intensified in late February and early 

March with various nations forcing travel limitations. 
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A lessening in development application downloads (source: Apptopia)  

The settlement business is doing combating an equivalent diving design. Here's the overall data for new 

customers investigating the world's principle 5 housing systems.  

Video Conferencing Apps: It's zoomin' no uncertainty

 

Increase in active users on video conference apps (source: Apptopia) 

With associations and systems executing work from home methodologies, the upward twisting in video 

conferencing applications was not strange. In any case, what came as a stun was Zoom's transient climb 

when diverged from various stages.  

Early rising examples in the business can be spotted around the essential multi day stretch of March. Zoom, 

the pioneer in this buddy, built up its new customer base by for all intents and purposes 300% since March 

eighth, when work from home and social evacuating courses of action got powerful. Second, by a gigantic 

edge, Microsoft Teams is solidly trailed by Google Hangouts Meet. We check this climb to continue with 

both to the extent downloads and gatherings in the weeks to come.  

Electronic Shopping: online business and markdown convenient applications climb on the surge of free for 

all shopping  
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With noteworthy urban networks detailing lock-downs, self-separation and social evacuating have incited an 

extension in customer development on web shopping applications in the United States. Electronic business 

and online retail adaptable applications have seen a reliable addition in new and dynamic customers since 

the essential multi day stretch of March 2020.  

Addition in customer development on online business applications in the United States

 

Augmentation in customer development on web business applications in the United States (source: 

Apptopia)  

Online rebate adaptable applications show a near example – a sharp addition in new customers, dynamic 

customers, and experiences in the second multi day stretch of March 2020. We anticipate that the amount of 

dynamic customers will remain higher than that in January and February of 2020.  

Augmentation in new customers downloading markdown versatile applications in the United States 

 

Augmentation in new customers downloading rebate convenient applications in the United States (source: 

Apptopia)  
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The United States isn't the fundamental locale exhibiting a steady augmentation in online shopping. Here is a 

fascinating example from India – more customers have started spending on electronic business and online 

essential food thing applications since January 2020. In all honesty, there is directly around a half ricochet.  

Augmentation in the spending on electronic business and online fundamental food thing applications in India

 

Addition in the spending on web business and online essential food thing applications in India (source: 

MoEngage)  

Of course, web shopping applications in Southeast Asia have seen a nonstop lessening in change rates since 

January 2020. This was when Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, and Hong Kong point by point 

their first cases and the numbers overwhelmed inside days.  

A moderate decline in change rates in electronic business applications in Southeast Asia 

 

A slow decrease in change rates in internet business applications in Southeast Asia (source: MoEngage)  

We trust it will take a couple of more weeks for the transformation numbers to balance out in Southeast Asia 

since buyers are still justifiably reluctant to buy on the web.  

Top web based business marks in Southeast Asia are adjusting to this move in buyer conduct during the 

COVID-19 episode rapidly and industriously.  
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Advertising in the hours of COVID-19 

A gradual decline in conversion rates in e-commerce apps in Southeast Asia (source: MoEngage) 

We believe it will take a few more weeks for the conversion numbers to stabilize in Southeast Asia since 

consumers are still understandably hesitant to purchase online. 

Top e-commerce brands in Southeast Asia are adapting to this shift in consumer behavior during the 

COVID-19 outbreak quickly and diligently. 

Marketing in the times of COVID-19 

Here’s how some more leading brands have gone beyond business value and let app users know that the 

brand cares for them.  

OYO 

OYO Hotels and Homes is one of the world’s leading chain of hotels and homes. During these times, OYO 

has unveiled a diverse and layered approach to support those impacted by COVID-19. The brand has 

modified its communication strategy into a more socially empathizing one, keeping in mind the sensitivities 

of the situation worldwide. They have also started engaging with their audience via games and daily 

newsletters. 

The OYO daily newsletter acts as a means to reach out to their customers with regular news updates on 

COVID-19. This newsletter is all about sharing heartwarming stories from the community and highlighting 

safety tips and hygienic practices. 

OYO has also revamped its Gaming Zone to focus on a particular segment of their community – for those 

trying to break the monotony of quarantine. 

Apart from this, the brand also modified its OYO Quiz questions around COVID-19 to generate awareness. 

Whether it is connecting via push notifications at a steady pace, or launching campaigns to help those in 

need during tough times, OYO continues to extend its solidarity with the customers. 

Yatra  

Travel and Airline enterprises are working enthusiastically nonstop to guarantee the wellbeing of their 

clients, just as representatives.  

One of MoEngage's clients in this industry is Yatra, India's driving on the web travel organization. Yatra is 

giving data on evaluating, accessibility, and booking offices for household and global travel and lodging and 

homestay appointments. Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, Yatra has been watchful in circulating the correct 

data to explorers. They ran two distinct battles:  

The main crusade was meant to control alarm by offering arrangements on the most proficient method to 

travel securely and overseeing up and coming itinerary items.  

The subsequent one was to advise all the clients about the new rescheduling and crossing out strategies gave 

by the legislature just as carriers.  

With these crusades, Yatra connected with more than 1.5 million clients and had the option to help them in 

rescheduling or dropping booking with no issue.  
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Zoom Car's battle during the hours of COVID-19  

Zoomcar, a self-drive vehicle rental organization, gives simple access to clients to drive any vehicle across 

India at premium rates. Their application offers the simplicity of leasing a vehicle with a solitary snap and 

getting it conveyed at the entryway step. The brand serves in excess of 4 million clients and is one of the 

most noteworthy evaluated vehicle rental applications in India.  

Inside seven days of the Coronavirus pandemic grabbing hold of India, the brand chose to utilize MoEngage 

to run email and pop-up message battles called 'We Care' to console clients about the more prominent 

wellbeing offered without anyone else driven vehicles opposite taxis. Zoomcar likewise uncovered all the 

security estimates taken to guarantee the cleanliness of rental vehicles and the strength of conveyance 

administrators. The brand is investigating every possibility to offer uncommon client experience and looking 

after trust.  

Airtel Xstream, a premium online goal for Indians to watch motion pictures, TV shows and LIVE channels, 

can't help disagreeing. In the midst of the COVID-19 confusion, the brand started a mindfulness video 

crusade 'Get Curious India' supported by one of their substance accomplices, Curiosity Stream.  

All through the battle, utilizing message pop-ups and key in-application situations, Airtel Xstream helped 

watchers become familiar with the excursion of COVID-19 over the world and how it spread. The brand 

advanced narratives, LIVE news and details among their watchers to spread mindfulness. 

Woodland Cabin closes disconnected stores, utilizes live spilling for client commitment  

Shanghai-based beauty care products brand Forest Cabin needed to close down 337 physical stores because 

of the COVID-19 flare-up. Be that as it may, that didn't prevent the brand from drawing in with their clients. 

Backwoods Cabin took to live spilling to remain associated with their customers. They prepared near 1,600 

store chaperons to live stream utilizing Taobao, a Chinese internet shopping site. Thus, Forest Cabin began 

including 3,000 steadfastness individuals consistently, up from the normal of 800 to 1,000. This shrewd 

move has helped the brand up its online deals from a humble 25% to 90%.  

"Remain safe and go on the web", says Airtel  

Airtel, one of India's driving media transmission specialist co-ops, takes into account 144.76 million 

endorsers day by day. They have a solid disconnected client base that strolls into 500 organization possessed 

and 1,500 establishment stores across India for installment and backing. To energize online reception, the 

brand sent SMSes asking clients to remain inside and utilize their self-care application for charge 

installments, bundle enactment, backing, and that's only the tip of the iceberg.  

Goodbye Health utilizes its 24×7 helpline to offer help to any individual who needs to converse with 

specialists  

Goodbye Health, one of the main human services marks that offers essential social insurance arrangements 

in Bangalore including Online and Clinic conference, prescriptions and diagnostics at home, has been very 

watchful during these intense occasions. The brand has set-up a 24*7 helpline – InstaDoc with specialists 

accessible online to give help on COVID-19 alongside giving interview on general issues without a 

purchaser being required to go to a facility. InstaDoc is driving the charge in teaching and advising the 

clients on understanding the side effects of COVID-19, the measures that ought to be taken to secure oneself 

and control the spread, advantages of social separating, and so forth. With these crusades, the brand is 

connecting with more than 1 million clients in Bangalore to decrease the frenzy around the entire pandemic.  
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Chatbots in medicinal services applications help clients in social event data about COVID-19  

Alodokter, an Indonesia-based social insurance super application, gives excellent online human services 

administrations to in excess of 24 million clients across Indonesia.  

This application has been offering administrations like booking a specialist, having an interview by means of 

live visit, and buying clinical protection. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Alodokter is reliably facilitating 

specialist affirmed wellbeing articles on the application for its clients. These articles have data on 

Coronavirus influenced regions, measures to control the spread, and isolate tips. Clients get these articles on 

their cell phones by means of message pop-ups twice consistently, to guarantee ideal review and perusing. 

I. COVID-19: An ahead rigging for a few, and how that is probably going to shape the eventual fate of 

their industry  

(1) E-business of food things and staple goods  

Gadgets, books and articles of clothing have been the most well known things in the internet business 

section among Indian shoppers. Be that as it may, COVID-19 appeared to have adjusted this circumstance, 

as e-goods have taken the middle stage, since the time the pandemic (and the frenzy shopping!) began in 

February 2020. According to an official statement by Razorpay, one of the biggest installment passages in 

India, online shopping for food in India developed by 9% without precedent for only one month. The Indian 

e-supermarkets, for example, Big Basket, Grofers and Amazon India Pantry were permitted to keep 

providing goods, and have seen a soaring ascent of their application downloads and new clients in every one 

of a months ago, according to MoEngage, an AI-based client commitment platform.2 Their organizations 

will undoubtedly shoot up and this is the point at which their tasks have not been smooth because of the 

lock-down and their destinations are reliably delayed because of high traffic.  

A huge percent of buyers who currently finds online shopping for food simpler, helpful and, more than that, 

more secure, is destined to keep shopping staple goods online post the pandemic circumstance. This 

purchaser conduct would lead more organizations to digitize their business activities, particularly in the food 

and drinks industry.  

(2) Digital Conferencing  

With more endeavors offering their representatives the choices to telecommute as 'social separating' is being 

rehearsed, video conferencing stages, for example, Zoom, Google Hangouts, Skype, WebEx, and so forth 

give social 'office-like' organization. Despite the fact that protection and security concerns have risen in 

utilizing said conferencing stages, particularly if there should be an occurrence of Zoom, and the 

Government of India has given warnings and wellbeing rules for clients who need to utilize it for 'private 

gatherings', such stages have become the new top choices in the business world. According to Attopia, a well 

known information seller, undertakings are not just utilizing them for doing virtual gatherings with 

customers, yet in addition for doing meet and welcome meetings and periodic gatherings with associates and 

companions.  

Regardless of grave efficiency concerns when telecommute arrangements are empowered, benefits like 

decreased drive time, profiting independent administrations and working with better ability can't be 

precluded while permitting telecommute alternatives. An ever increasing number of undertakings are 

investigating the positives of work-from-home now; and would actualize work-from-approaches post 

COVID-19 circumstance. While doing this, conferencing and particularly video conferencing, have all the 
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earmarks of being the fate of interfacing formally. Customary telecom organizations are probably going to 

investigate business possibilities through conferencing stages later on.  

(3) Entertainment stages  

As an ever increasing number of individuals are compelled to remain inside and can't look for diversion 

outside, indoor amusement through the utilization of TV just as video-on-request (VOD) administrations and 

over-the-top (OTT) stages has expanded. TV viewership has gone up due to COVID-19 related news 

overwhelmingly and most TV stations appear to pull in watchers with the re-run of their well known old 

shows. Conversely, all advanced media stages, for example, Amazon Prime, Hotstar, Netflix, Eros Now, 

Apple TV+, and so forth, are baiting watchers with new substance for kids and family, free shows 

identifying with the coronavirus pandemic and complimentary memberships for Indian watchers. Airtel 

Xstream (Airtel's Digital TV) has felt free to dispatch CuriosityStream direct in India (concentrating on 

narrative movies and arrangement, remembering a continuous arrangement one for the coronavirus flare-up) 

and for every one of its endorsers openly. Said media stages have seen a flood of around 20% viewership 

and this number is hope to have a further ascent in coming days.  

Up to this point, it was accepted that both TV and advanced media stages would see equivalent directions in 

India, because of the assorted variety of Indian watchers just as the substance requirements.7 While TV has a 

more extensive reach in rustic India and offers increasingly local substance, a dominant part of urban 

watchers in the nation incline toward computerized media stages as their principle indoor diversion source as 

a result of accessibility of contemporary substance, and adaptability of getting to the substance whenever, 

anyplace and in any medium. During the lock-down period, practically all advanced media stages currently 

contending for a huge scope with quality and various substance for various sorts of crowd, publicizing and 

advancing their foundation broadly and concentrating on making new userbase. An inevitable move in the 

conduct of Indian watchers can be normal and computerized media stages could observer a generous upsurge 

in viewership; and the conventional mode, the TV, could see an impressive crash in its viewership.  

(4) Online banking and installment choices  

Social separating and lock-down have prompted the purchasers not spending on movement, friendliness, 

cafés, in-store shopping and general business, which that has brought about a lofty decay of monetary 

exchanges, both on the web and disconnected. Because of such limitations, most computerized installments 

frameworks saw a drop in their rush hour gridlock and installments. Brought together Payments Interface 

(UPI), a moment continuous installment framework directed by the RBI, additionally saw a drop in the 

estimation of installments from earlier months, yet recorded in excess of 100 crore exchanges in March 

alone. Also, Bharat Bill Payment System, which takes into account online bill installments, recorded an 

upward bend in the volumes of their installment exchanges. Razorpay saw an expansion of about 10% in 

installment exchanges between mid-February and mid-March just, only because of online shopping for food 

and online bill installments.  

Despite the fact that the computerized installment industry is confronting the fallout of the coronavirus, 

contactless installments could be the following huge thing, as individuals have now gotten increasingly 

mindful and wary of the germ-ridden money! Before the lock-down began in India, even WHO and RBI had 

firmly pushed for utilizing computerized installment frameworks, i.e., utilizing web based banking (counting 

installment passages), portable wallets, cards, and so forth to contain the spread of the coronavirus, and 

maintain a strategic distance from methods of installments are not sterile and safe. It seems that the 

contactless installment modes would be liked and turn out to be increasingly boundless in the days to come. 
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II. COVID-19: Branding and limited time exercises:  

The pandemic circumstance has squeezed endeavors for supporting the trust of shoppers by building brand 

esteem. The changing customer conduct is contributing massively to develop this weight. Nearly everybody 

is making tries to manage and endure the COVID-19 circumstance in the most ideal way, and going the 

additional mile to make brand principles. So as to do as such, while most have accepted this open door to 

give assistance, help and fundamental assets to the penniless and satisfy their corporate social duty, a couple 

of others are bringing issues to light on COVID-19 through imaginative mindfulness and limited time 

battles.  

For example, Amul has been propelling commercials containing its notorious Amul young lady and giving 

explicit messages on COVID-19 counteraction and security measures. Dabur has been giving notices 

advancing their oral consideration items for oral cleanliness and keeping contamination from germs. 

Goodbye Health, a main social insurance arrangements supplier, began a nonstop helpline InstaDoc with 

specialists, to give portable counsel and help on COVID-19 related issues. Zomato through its pop-up 

messages, has been educating its clients about the means it took with café and conveyance accomplices on 

security rehearses, other than propelling contactless food conveyance alternatives for its clients. LinkedIn 

propelled 'Coronavirus: Official Updates' segment under which its editors have been curating content from 

legitimate sources, for example, WHO, UNICEF, and the National Health Authority of India. Facebook 

propelled 'COVID-19 Information Center', which could be trailed by clients for right data and refreshes, and 

gives an immediate connect to the COVID-19 dashboard set up by the Government of India.  

Be that as it may, there are some limited time exercises which have been negative and are being viewed as 

shrewd. One brand limited time exertion even wound up in the center of a legitimate tussle and is being 

touted as the main Indian case encompassing COVID-19 circumstance. Reckitt Benckiser (RB) propelled a 

TV plug wherein it advanced the utilization of its Dettol Liquid Handwash while likewise explicitly 

referencing that the equivalent ought to be favored over any cleanser, as cleansers are incapable in 

eliminating germs. The cleanser in the business was red in shading and took after Lifebuoy red cleanser of 

Hindustan Unilever Ltd (HUL). The business was additionally like a prior TV plug of HUL. RB had made 

minor changes regarding item references of the HUL's prior business, which was sufficient to show that RB 

is focusing on HUL straightforwardly. HUL moved the High Court claiming that RB is harming the 

notoriety of its Lifebuoy cleanser, which is a market chief, through its defaming notice. Also, HUL brought 

up under the steady gaze of the court that RB is spreading bogus data in regards to cleansers being 

insufficient for eliminating germs, when WHO in its COVID-19 related warnings had encouraged 

individuals to wash hands with cleansers and water to shield themselves from contamination; and that 

different items, for example, sanitizers have been suggested for handwash by WHO, if there should arise an 

occurrence of non-accessibility of cleanser and water. HUL got out RB through the procedure for giving an 

unreliable ad in the hours of emergency. During the procedure's first hearing, RB without anyone else 

consented to suspend the ad being referred to from March 22 to April 21. The fight in court is by and by 

pending removal.  

Conclusion:  

The post COVID-19 time would observer an exponential increment in the computerized channels through 

which business contributions would be offered and served. India is now driving the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution through its innovation based beginning up scene. The pandemic circumstance would expand this 

job of the nation in the entire array of things. Ventures would need to maintain a solid spotlight on creating 
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computerized resources and contributions, and this alongside the means they take to fortify their image 

esteem, would assist them with recapturing development at the appointed time.  

The Dettol Liquid Handwash ad is a great case of how marking endeavors could go past the pale. While each 

other endeavor is attempting to set up their image esteem, Reckitt Benckiser welcomed reputational dangers 

for its image by a negative limited time movement.  

In circumstances such as these, it has gotten very essential for ventures to be incredibly cautious about the 

messages they are attempting to hand-off for bringing issues to light while undertaking limited time battles. 

In any event, they ought not be spreading phony or problematic news and data; ought to likewise not get to 

the degree of seeming to be astute; and finally, not be discoloring the notoriety of different brands by doing 

inaccurate or deigning examinations.  
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